1988 toyota corolla station wagon

The Corolla E90 , introduced in for the model year , was the sixth generation of cars sold by
Toyota under the Corolla nameplate. It was the last generation of Corolla to be classified as a
subcompact car and the first to be exclusively front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive ; [3] the
performance option of rear-wheel drive was dropped. The all-wheel drive Sprinter Carib wagon
used a beam axle rear suspension with coil springs, while the rest used struts all around. In a
pair of similar joint ventures with General Motors , E90 variants with minor cosmetic changes
were locally manufactured and sold as the Geo Prizm and Holden Nova in the United States and
Australia respectively. The majority of the Corolla range was replaced in June for the Japanese
market, but production for export markets continued into , and Australian Holden production
extended until mid The 1. The 4WD sedan is powered by the 1. The FX hatchback was oriented
at sportier drivers in Japan and was only available with the 1. Only a limited number of these
were sold with the five-door bodywork. The five-door liftback was only available to the Sprinter
in Japan, although Europe and some other export markets received this bodystyle with Corolla
badging. The AE92 Levin and Trueno were also fitted with a supercharged engine. It used an
SC12 roots type supercharger and a top mounted intercooler that was fed cool air via a scoop
on the bonnet. Also new was a four-wheel-drive diesel sedan using the 2-liter 2C engine. Asian
market Corollas originally came with four-door sedan 1. All engines were carbureted and
without catalysts. Both the XL and XE variants came with the 1. Earlier XL variants were given
4-speed manual transmissions, while the later models came with 5-speed manual
transmissions; hence the XL4 4-speed and XL5 5-Speed designations. In Indonesia, this
generation was assembled locally from to and marketed as the "Corolla Twincam", available as
a 4-door sedan and 5-door liftback. The liftback version was only available with the carbureted
1. Transmission was 5-speed manual. This agreement paralleled two Corolla generations
including both the E90 and E series. The European model Corolla featured either a four-door
sedan and a three- or five-door hatchback, and the regular wagon basically has the front end of
the Japan-spec Corolla FX, except for the all white clearance lights and the "TOYOTA" or the
ellipse emblem instead of the "FX" or "GT" of the Japanese models. It has the standard side
marker lights and the tail light with the integrated rear fog lamp except for the wagon, which has
the rear fog lamp on the tailgate. The five-door liftback used the Japanese market Sprinter Cielo
body in its entirety, although in Europe it was available with the little 1. From August there was
also a fuel-injected version of the 1. This little four-wheel drive station wagon received the
"Touring" suffix in most European markets. The hatchback, representing the most popular and
most closely contested market segment in Europe, suffered from being somewhat of a design
afterthought since sedans have always been the mainstay of the Corolla lineup in the home
market. The diesel version saw substantial sales in countries such as Belgium and Netherlands,
where the tax structure favored diesels but where there were also no laws hindering the sales of
Japanese cars. In Europe it was only sold with the comparatively spartan XL equipment level.
The diesel, while quite slow and with heavy steering, was competitive with similar European
cars of the period. These two plants made , units, making a total of 4. The North American
models depart from the previous generation's boxy styling, for a more contemporary look and
improved aerodynamics. They feature longer bumpers and small red conspicuity lights on the
rear quarter panels. Cabin air exits through stylish vents behind the rear side windows. A 25th
anniversary special edition was produced in , made to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the
Corolla line. It included 25th anniversary emblems on the front fender, embroidered on the front
seat, and a three-spoke steering wheel. Minor changes for the model year include the modern
Toyota emblem used corporately since on the grille, all-red taillights, door-mounted and manual
lap front seat belts, and new hubcaps for the DX. The rear garnish was deleted for the base
model. In the 4A-GE received a revised cylinder head and intake manifold. The new motor
featured higher compression, the removal of the T-VIS system, and smaller ports in the intake
manifold and is thus commonly referred to as the "smallport" version. The four-wheel drive
All-Trac wagon in Base and SR5 trim levels were sold from to and had different bodywork to
other Corollas. The Corolla 4WD sedan was produced in very small numbers, shared the same
body as the AE92 sedan, with the only visible difference being the tire size. The Geo Prizm
shared a slightly different body with the Japan-market Sprinter sedan and Cielo liftback. There
were only two body styles sold in South Africa. The sixth-generation five-door hatchback that
was made in South Africa was marketed as the Toyota Conquest. The four-door sedan was also
available, but with "Corolla" badging. Production began in October , with a 1. It was also sold as
a panel van called the Conquest Carri. The Conquest Carri was simply known as the Toyota
Carri from In October , an entry-level model called the Toyota Conquest Tazz appeared. This
model had a very low equipment level, originally only available with a four-speed manual mated
to the 1. The higher end version was called the Conquest Zip which was powered by the 1. From
October the car received a light facelift with a more ovoid front end treatment and the name was

changed to simply Toyota Tazz. This model continued to be built until July 5, The Conquest and
Corolla were also available in the 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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months ago, I had the pleasure of meeting one of more established importers of
Japanese-market vehicles to the U. He specialized in Mitsubishi-branded military Jeeps, but
also had an eye for other unusual JDM cars and trucks. In the U. In fact, it may even make more
sense to buy an oddball like this overseas-market Carib that is apparently rust-free and
mechanically sound rather than hold out looking for a Tercel wagon in similar condition. This
one shows as being completely OEM-correct, right down to the steel wheels. I drove my E21
around the block twice and was surprised how easy it was to adapt to. The only difference is,
this one sports a sweet manual-locking differential for some decent off-roadability or at least
your local ski slope. The seller also notes mileage is low at just 45,, indicative of the ruthless
Japanese requirements to levy high taxes on cars of a certain age. There were lots of these in
certain areas north of the 49th. Basically unstoppable on the snow and ice. Almost impossible
to damage the mechanicals. Rust the usual problem however. My sister owned a Corolla Alltrac
Wagon when she was in grad school. Older lady driver. Likely the original owner. I got used to
the RH real quick, had it 6 monthsâ€¦.. I never got used to going thru garage doors, gates etc. I
would hug my side, and leave 3 ft on other sideâ€¦â€¦knowing where that far side fender is for
me was gonna take a whileâ€¦.. Has anyone on here ever driven a right hand drive vehicle in a
stick shift? I have always wondered how hard it is to get used to shifting with your left hand
instead of your rightâ€¦. It goes against everything we hold dear. The shifting would be the
same. Many times I shifted with my left hand while drinking a cup of coffee with the right. I lived
in England for a while and more difficult than shifting was adjusting your expectations to
vehicle placement. The component of driving a RHD manual transmission car that perplexed me
when I did it was the shift pattern. Since the driving position is reversed, IMO the shift pattern
should also be, as in: The lower gears should be closest to the driver, with the higher gears
gated to the left. Driving the car Focus diesel was not an issue, just that darn awkward feeling of
bringing the gear lever closer for upshifting instead of pushing it further away. I drive RH cars
all the time. It was LHD and a manual what you guys call a stick shift Absolutely no problems
with driving it and using opposite hands to change gears. What got me was remembering, when
turning at Intersections, to turn into the correct lanes! A few passengers had near heart attacks
in the beginning. I had one of these as a company car when they were new. I was a comms
technician located in the wilds of north-east Tasmania, and used to carry an enormous amount
of equipment and tools. Mine was just unbreakable and unstoppable. It was the best vehicle I
ever had in my 20 years as a Technician. A mate of mine bought a LHD Mustang and said that
the first few times that he drove it he kept accidentally winding down the window whenever he
went to change gears! Appealingly freaky with bulletproof mechanicals, but I imagine most US
examples are pretty worn out or rusty by now. The only difficulty of RHD is passing on a two
lane highway when you are behind a truck. It is easier if you have a passenger and can trust
their judgement. U gottid Tony. No probs adaptin. I got a blue one once. Guy around the corner.
It was in a yard sale once. Tried the grab it. But his wife said NO Way! Its like brand new. NO
Rust! I collect 85 to 88 FX And then one day now there are 4 around my house. So i better go
investigate and snatch those up. That some one lowered it. I tracked it down. Now mine. Don't
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